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Iyengar Yoga  
Teacher Intensives

Introductory IntensIve  
for teachers In traInIng
July 10-14, 2017
with Leslie Hogya, Ann Kilbertus and Ty Chandler 

Daily asana and pranayama practice, peer teaching, 
philosophy and anatomy are included in this intensive 
for trainees preparing to become Iyengar yoga teachers.

Leslie Hogya, Ann Kilbertus and Ty Chandler are 
experienced teachers certified at the Intermediate 
Senior level. Leslie, Ann and Ty have practiced and 
studied for years under the mentorship of Shirley 
Daventry French. Leslie and Ann travel regularly to 
Pune to study with the Iyengar family. Ty has travelled 
to Pune and to France to continue her studies in the 
Iyengar tradition.
Daily schedule runs 9:30 am to 5:30 pm.

IntensIve for certIfIed teachers 
August 14-18, 2017
with Shirley Daventry French, Ann Kilbertus 
and Louie Ettling

Take this opportunity to work with master 
teacher Shirley Daventry French along with 
two senior Canadian colleagues, Ann Kilbertus 
and Louie Ettling. This course is designed 
for teachers seeking to refine their skills at 
junior and senior intermediate levels.
Shirley Daventry French is a direct student of B.K.S. 
Iyengar. Since 1979 she studied with him regularly 
in India, North America, and Europe. Shirley has 
been teaching and training teachers for 45 years in 
Victoria and internationally.
Ann started her studies in the tradition of Iyengar 
yoga in 1984. Ann’s training as an occupational 
therapist enriches her teaching perspective.
Louie Ettling is the Director of The Yoga Space in 
Vancouver. She has been a keen student of Iyengar 
Yoga since she started her studies 28 years ago.
Ann and Louie have studied regularly with 
B.K.S. Iyengar and his family in Pune. Both hold 
Intermediate Senior certificates.

Daily schedule runs 9:00 am to 5:00 pm  
with a two-hour lunch.

To register, drop in to or phone: 
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria, 
202-919 Fort St, Victoria, B.C. 

(250) 386-YOGA (9642) 
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

House
IYCVOpen

Free! Come one, come all! 

Featuring free yoga classes,  
Bhavantu Sound, chai tea  
and goodies.

Saturday, September 16

• Kirtan 11:30 am

•  Free classes at Noon, 1:00 pm, 
2:00 pm and 3:00 pm

•  Yoga, Life and Your Health:  
A panel discussion led by  
Shirley Daventry French  
at 4:00 pm

Sunday, September 17

•  Discover the Basics  
with Gary Wong

A free 90-minute workshop  
for new and returning students 
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Pre-registration is required  
for workshop only.  
Max. 35 students

Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria,  
202-919 Fort Street  

Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3 

250-386-YOGA (9642)

September 16-17, 2017
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iyengar yoga Centre of ViCtoria 
SoCiety is a non-profit society incorporated 
under the Society Act of the Province of B.C., 
whose purpose is “to encourage the physical, 
mental, and spiritual growth of its members and 
other interested persons of the society at large 
by the study and discipline of Yoga.” The Society 
owes its inspiration to mr. B.K.S. Iyengar.
The Newsletter, published regularly by the 
IYENGAr YOGA CENTrE OF VICTOrIA 
SOCIETY, provides current information on events 
concerning Iyengar yoga in the Victoria area. 
Send contributions, articles, photographs 
(high resolution), drawings, information or 
suggestions to: the Iyengar Yoga Centre of 
Victoria Newsletter, 202-919 Fort Street,  
Victoria BC V8V 3K3. 
Permission is hereby granted to reprint any  
of our material, except that copyrighted by the  
author or artists. when reprinting, please credit 
this Newsletter and send us two copies of the 
publication containing our material. Copyright 
material is available only with written permission.
The editor/newsletter committee hold the right  
to publish or edit all articles at their discretion.

newsletter advertising Policy 
(Adopted February 20, 2004) 
In keeping with the mandate of the Iyengar 
Yoga Centre of Victoria Society directors, 
2004, to update, review and document policies 
and procedures, the newsletter committee 
submitted a policy which is a revision of the 
1996 policy and has been adopted by the Board 
of directors as follows: 
1.  Advertisements must not conflict with the 

aims of the newsletter of the IYCV.
2.  Advertisements must be only for Iyengar 

yoga. 
3.  Priority will be given to advertisements  

regarding IYCV events, IYCV sponsored 
events, and IYAC events.

regiStration
Please visit our website:  
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca for full  
information on classes and workshops.

drop in: 202-919 Fort Street,  
Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3

Phone: (250) 386-YOGA (9642)
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B
.K.S. Iyengar, and his 
impact on my life is never 
far from the forefront 

of my mind. Lately during a 
particularly challenging period 
I have been forced to draw on 
my strength and follow a maxim 
from Swami Vivekananda to 

“discard everything which weakens 
me”. One way of doing this is to 
think about Guruji, my studies 
with him and in particular the 
many times in Pune practising 
and learning at the Institute. 
Those stays varied in length 
from one to three months, each 
one packed full of incredible 
(sometimes almost overwhelming) 
experiences. Always I returned 
home stuffed full of details to 
digest and practise, information 
to ponder and penetrate, 
philosophy to dig into for 
relevance, purpose and meaning. 
Every day so much happened in 
and out of class, on and off the 
mat, for me to make sense of on 
my return and integrate into  
my life.

I have crossed many 
significant thresholds in life 
including the start and end of 
the Second World War, school, 
college, entering the work 
force, marriage: all in my native 
England. Later came immigration 

to Canada, motherhood and 
supporting my physician husband 
as he practised medicine in the 
days when patients could call 
their doctor at home and he 
would answer, when he would 
make house calls, night calls, 
deliver babies and visit patients 
in hospital. All of the family were 
vicariously part of his practice. 
Our children were taught to 
answer our home phone:  

“Dr. French’s residence!” Smart 
phones were still a long way off.

On top of all that in an 
attempt to sustain my own 
identity I became politically 
active, tried to change the world 
and the education system in 
Victoria which I found too closely 
linked to outdated British values, 
wrote letters to the editor and 
joined a Status of Women Action 
Group. Sometimes I stopped and 
asked myself: Where am I? What 
am I doing here? And eventually, 
with the advent of yoga this 
refrain changed to: Who am I?

The significant thresholds of 
my yoga life are my first yoga 
class in 1970, my first meeting 
with Swami Radha a few months 
later, a three-month residential 
yoga course at her Ashram in 
1976, and my first experience 

of the direct teaching of B.K.S. 
Iyengar in Pune in 1979.

Crossing all these thresholds 
has been challenging but each 
one has contributed to my life 
today. I learned about karma and 
the possibility of multiple births. 
Very sceptical at first, I opened 
my mind a little as I came across 
the following quote by Voltaire: 

“It is not more surprising to be 
born twice than once; everything 
in nature is resurrection” 

 On my first trip to Pune I 
went with my husband. We took 
part in a three-week Intensive 
at the Institute and Guruji was 
our teacher. There were two 
classes a day except Sundays as 
India continued to observe the 
British custom of a day of rest on 
Sundays. The course was correctly 
called an Intensive. Guruji was a 
tireless taskmaster whose skill and 
knowledge surpassed anything 
I could have imagined. Leaving 
Bombay (as Mumbai was called 
then) on our return home, we 
gave a collective sigh when we 
were sitting down and the plane 
took off. We were grateful for a 
rich and enjoyable time in India 
but we could not absorb any 
more. As Guruji would say at  
the end of many classes; 
Enough for today! 

Derek and I also enjoyed 
the food in Pune; even modest 
restaurants served incredibly 
good meals at astonishingly 
low prices. However during an 
overnight stay in Hong Kong we 
let our hair down during a costly 
hotel dinner with some other 

 By Shirley Daventry French

Reflections

Sometimes I stopped and asked myself:  
Where am I? What am I doing here? And eventually,  
with the advent of yoga this refrain changed to:  
Who am I?
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returning Canadians, gorged on salad 
and laughed hysterically at the sound 
of crunchy vegetables in our mouths 
(and later on at the size of the bill)!

I couldn’t wait to leave India but 
after arriving home began to formulate 
plans to return as soon as possible. 
Meanwhile there was so much to 
assimilate and integrate into our lives. 
Often a chef (especially an English one) 
speaks about a spice or herb which 
will “kick a dish up a notch”. Our yoga 
had been “kicked up” several notches 
by Guruji and we had to elevate our 
practise many levels to sustain this.

Of course, on return to Pune 
Guruji paid no attention to what we 
had managed to absorb but zeroed in 
right away on what had been ignored 
or misunderstood. A true Master of 
yoga, knowing that his time with 
us would be limited, Guruji seized 
each opportunity to take us as far 
along the yogic path as possible.

Once, during a conversation in 
the library Guruji spoke about the 
difference he experienced teaching 
returning students because they were no 
longer so raw as beginners and able to 
tolerate and absorb more. First timers 
in Pune were viewed as beginners no 
matter how many years of experience 
they had had at home. As Guruji 
pointed out, first bad habits have to 
be removed to make space for 
better ones, and we can only have 
the capacity to absorb a certain 
amount at one time depending 
on our eagerness, willingness and 
openness to learn. On return 
visits we can take more and he 
would demand more. This is true 
whether you are very flexible or 
have a stiff body, it is the state 
of your mind and openness 
there which will determine 
the depth of your training.

In January of this year I 
acquired a new book called 
Beloved Guruji, a commemorative 

volume in honour of the life and work 
of this great man and extraordinary 
teacher. The Iyengar family invited 
students of Guruji worldwide to 
contribute articles, drawings, poems 
and other art forms expressing 
their experience as Guruji’s pupil. 
His heirs, Geeta and Prashant, 
were to oversee this project along 
with other family members.

They have taken time and care 
with this book which is beautifully 
produced in an age of cheap and 
shoddy books with dreadful binding 
which makes them difficult to 
read. On all levels Beloved Guruji 
is a pleasure to savour and read.

The first contributions are from 
Geeta and Prashant, followed by 
tributes from other family members, 
including his granddaughter Abhijata 
who like Geeta and Prashant has 
been trained by Guruji to follow 
in his footsteps as a teacher.

Other contributions come from a 
variety of students from all over the 
world grouped in a series of chapters, 

most in essay form but others from 
fine artists, cartoonists and poets.

Before his death Guruji trained 
successors who could carry on his 
work at the Institute in Pune. He also 
set up a system of teacher training 
to be implemented throughout 
the world and trained senior 
students to oversee that training.

While it is possible to become a 
certified Iyengar Yoga teacher without 
studying in Pune, such a pilgrimage 
is required to progress past the first 
level of intermediate teaching, and 
many visits before becoming a senior 
Iyengar teacher. Sadly there are currents 
of resistance to making this journey 
now that Guruji is no longer alive, 
claiming that with such good training 
in their home countries it should no 
longer be a requirement. This is an 
opinion with which I strongly disagree. 

One of my favourite childhood 
books was The Wind in the Willows 
by Kenneth Graham, and it was one 
of my disappointments as a mother 
than none of my children shared my 
fascination with this story. At one 

point the following dialogue takes 
place between the Mole and the 
Water Rat while on the river:

“Is it so nice as all that?” 
asked the mole, shyly...

“Nice? It’s the only thing,” said 
the Water Rat solemnly, as he 
leaned forward for his stroke. 

“Believe me, my young friend, there 
is nothing – absolutely nothing 

– half so much worth doing as 
simply messing about in boats.”

I could paraphrase that last 
phrase and say in all sincerity; 
there is nothing, absolutely 
nothing more worth doing 

A true Master of yoga, knowing that his time with us 
would be limited, Guruji seized each opportunity to 
take us as far along the yogic path as possible.
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than getting yourself to Pune 
if you are a serious yoga student 
and wish to learn more about 
Iyengar Yoga and consequently 
about your life and yourself.

Good, occasionally great yoga, can 
be found in the western world these 
days. Guruji’s granddaughter, Abhijata, 
taught a course in Florida at the end 
of last year which apparently was 
outstanding; but nothing compares 
to taking time out to be at the 
source of yoga in the culture where 
it originated. It brings a different 
perspective to the pursuit of Truth 
and discovery of the Self, two quests 
which lie at the heart of yoga.

Much has changed in India since 
my first visit four decades ago. Much 
has changed in Canada since I arrived 
and England since I left. Old people 
in India bemoan many of these 
changes there just as I lament Brexit, 
the narcissism of Facebook and what 

I perceive as a diminution of written 
and spoken English language. Change 
is constant in our lives, our bodies 
and our minds. The only choice 
we have is how to approach this.

In addition to Pune, much of my 
direct learning from Guruji took place 
in Europe and North America; but it 
is the stays in Pune which affected me 
most deeply and allowed me to make 
changes and sustain them in the face 
of the many excuses and rational self-
limitations which I constantly put  
into my path. Yoga is the 
tool to remove them.

In eternal gratitude,
Shirley Jump  

into  
summer 

Come jump start and 
build your practice for five 
mornings with Lauren Cox. 
Focus on standing, twisting, 
inverting, back bends, 
and seated poses. All will 
be explored during this 
workshop
Monday to Friday, June 26-30, 
2017, 7:00-8:00 am 

Members $55+GST,  
Non-Members $60+GST

$15 Drop-in Rate – Cash Only

Refunds offered only if your space 
can be filled and are subject to  
a $15 cancellation fee.

While it is possible to become a certified Iyengar  
Yoga teacher without studying in Pune, such a  
pilgrimage is required to progress past the first level  
of intermediate teaching, and many visits  
before becoming a senior Iyengar teacher. 
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The “Power” of Guruji’s Eyes

By Rahvi H. Mehta

reprInted from Yoga RahasYa, vol. 23, no. 4; 2016

T
he first look at Guruji and immediately 
what catches your eyes are his eyebrows! 
In fact, articles in newspapers and 

magazines about him never failed to mention 
his eyebrows which were always preceded 
by an adjective: formidable eyebrows, bushy 
eyebrows, wild eyebrows, flashing eyebrows, 
fierce eyebrows! Guruji himself often joked 
about his own eyebrows. “God gave me 
these eyebrows to frighten you.”

It is these eyebrows that played a crucial 
role in protecting one of the most powerful 
pair of eyes in this world. It is these eyes that 
had seen so much of this world; it is these 
eyes that have communicated so much to this world; it is these 
eyes that have given so much to this world!

Seeing the outside world
Guruji said, “The eyes are the windows to the brain”.  
A window lets the outside world in and the inside world 
out. But how much of the outside world should be let 
in? How much should the outside world influence you? 
How much would the outside world disturb and distract 
you? How much should the outside world educate you?

Guruji had something in his eyes that did not 
allow negativity, distractions, disturbance to come 
in. He was never influenced by the outside world. But 
at the same time, his eyes were not closed to the 
world. His eyes saw what the others could not see.

The lens in a human eye can filter the UV rays so we don’t 
see many of the things certain animals see. For example, the 
males and females of some butterfly species look identical to 
the human eye but very different to UV-sensitive eyes — the 
males sport bright patterns in order to attract the females!

Guruji clearly saw things in the visible spectrum but even 
far beyond into the UV and X-Ray. He had X-Ray vision or in 
the modern day, I would not be exaggerating in saying that his 
eyes saw as much as the magnetic resonance images convey.

A very keen observer, the entire 
‘world’ of Iyengar yoga emerged solely 
on the basis of what his eyes noticed 
about the outer world. He observed the 
connection between worn out outer 
heels of the shoes and the pain in the 
knee and the back; he observed the 

connection between angularly placed legs and the abdominal 
organs; the placements of the organs of actions and the 
effect on the senses of perception. All the basic principles 
and uniqueness of Iyengar Yoga is based on the foundations 
of the observations from Guruji’s eyes; be it, precision, 
alignment, technicality or healing to the body and mind.

To start with, as a young man he looked at books on asana 
and critically looked at the illustrations or photographs and 
the text. He saw that the text often did not tally with the 
illustrations. For example, the text mentioned ‘straight’ but 
the illustrations did not show the ‘straightness’. What was the 
reader to do? He then experimented on himself and experienced 
the impact of keeping the legs and arms straight. He then 
showed this precision in Light on Yoga. Many before him must 
have seen these very same books; but none ‘saw’ what he did.

When people came to him with health problems, his eyes 
saw their posture; he would compare the left with the right and 
then use the ‘healthy’ side as a guide to correct the other side. 
Thus came in ‘alignment’. If this alignment did not manifest 
despite the best efforts, then the props were used. And, that is 
how people with a variety of problems got relief and Iyengar 
Yoga became recognized as having therapeutic benefits.

Even in the apparently healthy people, he saw how 
much ‘duality’ exists between the two sides of the body; 
and, how this duality affected their organic body and their 
mind. He totally transformed the way the term ‘dvandvaha’ 
was interpreted and made the students experience the 
serenity when the duality was lessened if not removed.

With time, the clarity of his vision sharpened to an extent 
that he could see the change in the shades in the colour of 

Guruji had something in his eyes that 
did not allow negativity, distractions  
or disturbance to come in.

He was never influenced by 
the outside world. But at  
the same time, his eyes were 
not closed to the world.
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the skin, the pores of the skin, the movement of the skin 
with reference to the flesh. Most of us struggle to see this 
even when shown but we at least know what is possible!

Seeing the inside world

As an outsider can peep into your house through the 
windows, so also one can peep into the personality of a person 
through his or her eyes. What did Guruji’s eyes convey?

His eyes expressed concern, compassion, humility, 
serenity, joy and sometimes even mischief especially when 
in front of kids. All of us express our emotions through 
our eyes, But, the difference is that Guruji not only 
expressed but communicated strongly with his eyes.

How many of you have experienced the time when 
your asana changed the moment Guruji’s glance fell on you 
whether you were practicing in the same hall or attending 
a class in his presence. Why did this happen? Was it that 
Guruji instructed you? No! Was it that till then you were not 
clearly listening to the instructions of your teachers? No!

How did the quality of the asana change with his 
glance? The power of his glance was such that he could 
penetrate deep through the layers of our body right up to 
the core - our conscience. We may be practicing on our 
own, we may be following the instructions of our teachers 
but it often could be that our external sheaths are working 

– but the moment, Guruji glanced, our conscience, which 
is covered gets unveiled and we do the asana efficiently!

Therefore, there were many students who wanted to 
practice in the presence of Guruji. For some, it was a chance 
to catch some words of wisdom which may be expressed to 
them or somebody around them. But for many, unknown 
to them there was something happening to them – which 
was their ability to work from their conscience.

His compassion and confidence reflected in his eyes. 
Irrespective of the condition or age of the individual, they 
got the confidence to do the asana which would often be 
impossible on their own. His eyes touched millions who 
saw him or even saw his photograph. Take the example of 
the photographs taken by Jake Clennel a couple of years 
ago near Mulshi. There was a photo shoot for a book but 
Jake was taking random, natural shots of Guruji. Many 

of these photographs have become so popular that one 
finds them in people’s studios and homes. What is it that 
wants people to see this photo of Guruji heartily laughing? 
It is the joy and lightness that is communicated. A look 
at the photo reduces stress and joy reverberates.

Look at his eyes in the hundreds of photographs of the 
200 asanas in Light on Yoga or adorning the walls of the 
Institute. The poses vary, their difficulty intensifies but the 
expression in the eyes remains unchanged. It shows the 
same serenity, calmness and a state of meditativeness.

One may close the eyes when one ‘tries’ to meditate 
but the internal turmoil could continue or possibly even 
increase as the outlet is closed. By closing the eyes, one can 
reduce external distraction but it does not necessarily bring 
internal stability. However, in Guruji’s case, the eyes are open, 
undistracted and reflect internal calm and poise – where he is 
not trying to meditate in an asana he IS in meditation. Here 
too, the whole concept of the way the world perceived asana 
has changed. People earlier thought that there are asanas 
in which one meditates and the others were meant for the 
body. Our sages never said that. Guruji showed that with long 
hours of uninterrupted practice [sa tu dirgha kala nairantarya] 
one could achieve a state of meditation in any asana.

His steady gaze steadied our eyes, our minds, 
our bodies and even our consciousness – is this 
not yoga? Isn’t yoga citta vritti nirodhaha? 

Guruji often mentioned that as you progress in the 
path of yoga, you are on a precipice of bhoga and apavargha. 
It is very easy to succumb to bhoga with attributes of 
pride, arrogance and ego. But that was not the case with 
Guruji. He was always inclined towards apavargha.

The eyes in this photograph which marks the cover 
of Iyengar: The Master says it all. The humility in the 
eyes shows how he surrendered everything to Ishvara 
leaving no scope for ahamkara [ego] and therefore could 
see the akara of the aham – the form of the self. 

It will be unimaginable for the 
future generations and even medical 
practitioners, who rely so much on 
gadgets and tests to even believe the 
capability and depth of Guruji’s vision
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Introduction

W e are pleased to publish the following article written by 
John Schumacher, an experienced American Iyengar 

Yoga teacher from Bethesda, Maryland whom I have known 
for many years on this yogic path. It was first published by 
Unity Woods, a yoga centre founded by John in 1979. In 
common with the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria, they 
publish a newsletter to which John is a regular contributor.

As John himself explains, he has hitherto avoided 
political statements but his reflections in this recent 
article were prompted by the current political situation 
in his country, the United States of America.

Roger Champagne, the editor of our Victoria newsletter 
thought it was excellent and wanted to publish it here, 
but had a small element of doubt because of the political 
overtones and because they concerned another country.

When Roger asked me to read John’s article and express 
my opinion about its suitability for our newsletter, I was 
enthusiastic. I saw no conflict in publishing it because yoga is 
its main source of reference. However, my enthusiasm arose 
not only because it is well written and timely, but because 
of my own views that the teachings of yoga embrace all 
aspects of life and do not exclude the political landscape. 

Often I am frustrated to hear experienced yoga students 
and teachers say that they don’t watch the news on TV or read 
a newspaper because it’s too depressing. While I do try not to 
engage my mind late at night, it causes me more anxiety not to 
be informed about the political situation at home and abroad.

I believe it is our individual responsibility to speak up and 
become active when truth, one of the fundamental tenets of 
yoga, is betrayed or manipulated by our elected representatives. 
Yoga teaches us to raise the level of our consciousness, refine 
our thoughts, words and deeds and follow the path of truth. 

John chose to publish his article under the heading of a 
quotation on truth by Mahatma Gandhi. I should like to close 
here with one from another wise and enlightened man: the 
Buddha: There are only two mistakes one can make along the road 
to truth; not going all the way, and not starting, 

In the Light of Yoga, Thank you John!
Shirley Daventry French 

Satya 
John’s Letter, Spring 2017

By John Schumacher

F
or all the years that I 
have been writing these 
essays, I have assiduously 

avoided any sort of partisan 
political commentary. I want 
no part of the us versus them 

bog that leads only to ignorance, division, conflict, and 
stagnation. For the truth is that, as yoga teaches, we are all in 
this together. Yoga is inclusive, wholistic, and ecumenical. At 
the heart of yoga lies the realization that, beneath our various 
costumes, disguises, and identities, I am he as you are he as 
you are me and we are all together. We are connected. We 
are One. Until now, the closest I have come to an outright 
political statement was the newsletter I wrote during the 
run up to the Iraq War, where it was apparent to me that 
the country was being manipulated to support attacking 
Iraq. Even then I wrote primarily about the importance of 
paying attention to what we are being told and to develop 
and practice discerning awareness. More about that later.

Now, however, I feel compelled to comment on the current 
political mess. And it is a mess on so many levels. Since I write 
a yoga newsletter, not a political one, my intention is to view 
the situation from a classical yoga point of view. To do that I 
want to set the stage by pointing out some basic yoga facts.

What is yoga?
There are many definitions, but in defining yoga, 

I think it is useful to make a distinction between 
the state of yoga and the practice of yoga.

The Bhagavad Gita says yoga is “skill in action”. In the Yoga 
Sutras, Patanjali defines yoga as “the cessation of movements in 
the consciousness.” (B.K.S. Iyengar’s translation). These refer 
to the state of yoga, a state in which the mind stuff becomes 
so tranquil and clear that our true divine nature is revealed.

According to Patanjali and most yoga sages, the practice 
of yoga is the action we take to bring about the state of 
yoga. Patanjali describes a path with eight limbs (ashtanga 
yoga) as the practical means to attain the state of yoga.

Most people think of asanas (postures) as the foundation of 
yoga. It’s true that in modern times, asana has been the gateway to 
the practice for most people. In fact, asana is their yoga practice.

“There is No God Higher Than Truth”  
– Mahatma Gandhi
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Classically, however, the cornerstones of yoga as prescribed 
by Patanjali are the yamas and the niyamas, the first two limbs 
of ashtanga yoga. The yamas are sometimes described as moral 
injunctions, ethical disciplines, or self-restraints; the niyamas 
as fixed or personal observances. There are five of each.

The first two yamas, the very first two steps on 
the path of classical yoga, are ahimsa (non-harming) 
and satya (truthfulness). B.K.S. Iyengar says that 
ahimsa “is more than a negative comment not to 
kill, for it has a wider positive meaning, love.”

Of satya, Iyengar says, “Satya or truth is the highest 
rule of conduct or morality. Mahatma Gandhi said: ‘Truth 

is God and God is Truth.’…..if the whole of life is based 
upon truth, then one becomes fit for union with the 
Infinite. Reality in its fundamental nature is love and 
truth and expresses itself through these two aspects.”

There are many notable quotes and definitions with 
respect to truth, but I chose Mr. Iyengar’s words because 
they speak to the essential importance of truth as it relates to 
reality. Without getting into what Reality as a philosophical or 
religious postulate is, reality as defined in The Oxford online 

dictionary is “the world or the state of things as they actually 
exist as opposed to an idealistic or notional idea of them.”

Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary defines 
fact as “something that truly exists or happens: 
something that has actual existence.”

In other words, facts are reality and what is real is 
factual. Anything that isn’t real, that is “an idealistic 
or notional idea”, simply isn’t fact. You can’t have a 
wrong fact. And you can’t have an “alternative fact”. 
And this brings me to the current political mess.

As was pointed out when the term “alternative fact” was first 
publicly used by Trump advisor Kellyanne Conway, political 
commentator Chuck Todd said that the information posited 
as alternative facts were actually “falsehoods”. His criticism 
was correct as shown by subsequent fact checking. The idea 
that you can say something that doesn’t comport with reality 
and call it a fact of any kind is simply wrong by definition.

Even more outrageous is the syntactically challenged 
statement made by Trump spokesperson, Scottie Nell 
Hughes, in a Diane Rehm Show interview in which she says 
that, “There’s no such things, anymore, unfortunately, as 
facts.” This is absurd on its face since it would mean that there 
is no reality, only my “facts” versus your “facts”, the sort of 
thing that George Orwell describes in 1984 where Big Brother 
says that “War is Peace, Freedom is Slavery, Ignorance is 

September 8-10, 2017

This workshop is for All Levels. 
Pre-requisite is ability to do 
sarvangasana. Ask your teacher 
if you have questions about 
attending.

regIstratIon noW open

$288 +GST Members 
$315 +GST Non-Members

Monday class cost TBA

Refunds will offered only if your space 
can be filled and are subject to a $50 
cancellation fee. 

To register, drop in to or phone:  
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria,  
202-919 Fort Street, 
Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3 

250-386-YoGA (9642)

All Levels  
Workshop 

with Chris Saudek 

general Workshop

friday, sept. 8, 5-7 p.m. 
saturday, sept. 9 and sunday, 
sept. 10, 10: 30 am to 1:30 pm  
and 4 – 6 pm

extended IntermedIate 
and advanced class

monday, sept 11,  
5:30-8:30 pm

Of satya, Iyengar says, “Satya or truth is 
the highest rule of conduct or morality
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Strength”. Nonsensical, down the rabbit hole, through the 
looking glass stuff. Not a misspeak. Not out of context.

The danger in our current political situation isn’t simply 
that people who are part of and represent vital institutions in 
our society are not telling the truth. This has been going on 
forever. Just in my lifetime I’ve been lied to by government 
officials of all parties from the president on down, by the 
media, big business, big religion, and on and on. Even by 
friends and relatives. Nearly every agency, nearly every special 
interest at times spins, misleads, diverts, distracts, and yes, lies.

The real danger here as I see it and the reason I think it’s 
important to write this is that there appears to be a concerted, 
intentional effort by this president, his spokespersons, and 
his supporters to cast doubt on everything that doesn’t fit 
in with their version of things (not a new tactic) by denying 
the existence of objective reality (new and alarming tactic). 
This is a brazen departure from anything I have seen in 
this country. Spin the facts, make things up, change the 
subject, but to say that facts don’t exist, that there is no 
objective reality is stunning in its audacity and its peril.

Peril because once the existence of reality, of an agreed 
upon set of facts is done away with, every conversation, 
every discussion, every proposal, every action becomes 
susceptible to unconstrained manipulation through denial or 
misinformation. Every uncomfortable fact can be dismissed 
as “fake news”, and misinformation becomes a tool for 
creating fear, distrust, and division. The seeds of doubt and 
confusion are sown. Whom can you trust? Why, the one 
who is telling you what you want to hear or who is bolstering 
your own fears and prejudices, of course. As Groucho 
Marx said, “Who do you believe, me or your own eyes?”

There are numerous possible antidotes for this dire 
situation, but beneath it all, for our own survival and well-
being, we must be willing to open our own eyes fearlessly 
and see what is real and what is not. With so many from 
every corner, including ourselves, trying to color our view 
and sway our thoughts, it is our duty as citizens and as 
yoga practitioners to dig below the surface, to be open and 

skeptical, to be bold and cautious, to keep our eyes wide 
open all the time and be a true seer and a truth seeker.

For those who advise patience, acceptance, cooperation, 
I suggest considering the counsel of Mahatma Gandhi 
in his satyagraha (insistence on truth) movement during 
his quest for independence from the British:

“Non-cooperation with evil is as much a duty as cooperation 
with good.” – Mahatma Gandhi  

reprInted wIth the kInd permIssIon of the author, 

from unIty woods at www.unItywoods.com.

With so many from every corner, including 
ourselves, trying to color our view and 
sway our thoughts, it is our duty as citizens 
and as yoga practitioners to dig below the 
surface, to be open and skeptical, to be 
bold and cautious, to keep our eyes wide 
open all the time and be a true seer and  
a truth seeker.

International day of yoga 
Join us for the 3rd Annual  
International Day of Yoga  

on Wednesday, June 21

5:00 - 6: 00 pm All Levels class with Ty Chandler

Celebrate with yogis around the world.

This class is FREE and open to the public.

The United Nations has declared June 21st  
International Day of Yoga. Come be a part of this  

global celebration at the  
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria.

Members’ Practice

All current members of the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria who 
attend a regular class or have received permission from the 
practice monitor are welcome to participate in  
an open practice every Sunday afternoon from 12:30 - 3:30 pm.

There is no instruction given in this self-directed practice 
session. Props, books and other resources are available for the 
use of anyone who attends. Come for 20 minutes or stay for 
three hours!
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The Heart of Yoga / The Meaning of Life 

By Mary-Ellen Hannah

B
ring something to sit on, and make 
a circle,” Ann instructed. Clearly, 
Heart of Yoga was about to begin, 

but ... where was Shirley? 
“She must be about to glide through 

the door,” I guessed, but even then the 
doubt was creeping in – no blankets had 
been set beside Ann for Shirley to sit on. 

Surely...we wouldn’t start without 
Shirley!?! Heart of Yoga without her 
wouldn’t be Heart of Yoga...would it? 
Minutes later Ann introduced Carole 
Miller, a teacher and student in the 
workshop who not only introduced 
Shirley and Leslie to Iyengar yoga 
many years ago, but who was also 
Ann’s first teacher in the Iyengar 
tradition. Carole read aloud the 
letter she held, from Shirley. 

A family matter had arisen, that 
required Shirley’s ongoing attention 
and, regrettably, she was not able to 
join us this year. Her letter went on 
to recount the original motivation for 
creating Heart of Yoga and the other 
quintessential “Shirley” workshop, 
Going Deeper. At a time when Shirley 
was less and less in Victoria due to 

growing demands from other parts of 
the country for her teaching, Leslie 
suggested these two workshops as a way 
for local students and teacher trainees to 
benefit regularly from Shirley’s teaching. 

Shirley wrote of how she’d been 
making plans for succession for some 
time. Over the years Ann had more 
than proven herself up to the task of 
hosting Heart of Yoga on her own, and 
this year she would. Shirley confirmed 
what most of us already knew: We 
were in very, very good hands. 

The letter concluded with Shirley’s 
thoughts on what constituted the heart 
of yoga when she was spontaneously 
asked by someone; the statement 
was read, but didn’t seep into my 
consciousness at the beginning of the 
workshop. Ann asked us to reflect 
on what we might find for ourselves, 
in the course of the workshop, that 
defined the heart of yoga for us now. 

As the letter reading finished and the 
news sunk in, Ann spoke of the phone 
conversation she’d had with Shirley just 
a few hours before the workshop. She’d 
asked Shirley if there was anything 
Shirley wished to add to the letter, to 
which Shirley replied, “Tell them to 

practice yoga, and carry on.” “As in 
yoga,” I thought, “so in life.” What 
else is one to do when circumstances 
shift unexpectedly and how better to 
cope? We had our marching orders.

Shirley’s absence from this year’s 
Heart of Yoga reminded Ann of 
a metaphor Geeta had used at a 
landmark gathering of international 
teacher trainers and assessors, in Pune, 
in November 2015. “We need to be 
like a banyan tree,” Geeta told the 
assembly. “It grows and spreads and 
then sends roots back down into the 
earth to continue further stabilization 
and support. Find the balance between 
growth and connection to the origin.” 
Having seen banyan groves in Costa 
Rica, the imagery was striking for 
me, a superbly accurate reflection of 
Gurujii’s wish that, worldwide, we 
teach each other and support each other, 
at all levels of endeavour, to advance 
the development of Iyengar yoga.

Ann mentioned a comment Prashant 
had made about Light on Yoga, how the 
minute it was published, it started to 
become outdated. It is a living breathing 
art and science. Light on Yoga remains 
the preeminent reference in the study of 
Iyengar yoga but a couple of the poses 
are no longer done as pictured such as 
parsva sirsasana. Another text, The Art 
of Yoga, shows pictures of how  B.K.S. 
Iyengar kept evolving his practice. Again 
quoting Prashant, Ann asked us to think 
of Iyengar yoga as an “ethos”, rather 

Ann asked us to reflect on 
what we might find for 
ourselves, in the course 
of the workshop, that 
defined the heart of yoga 
for us now. 

Jane McFarlane demonstrates parivrtta parsvakonasana.

“
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than a “system”. She defined ethos for us 
then, but I’ve since looked it up again:

 Ethos n. Characteristic, spirit and 
beliefs of community, people, literary 
work, or person [mod. Latin, from the 
Greek ‘ethos’ nature, disposition]1

And with that clarifying contrast 
between ethos and system in mind, I 
did as Ann instructed and returned 
to my mat for trikonasana. 

“Practice yoga and carry on.” Practice 
taking the outer buttock of the front leg 
in while moving the skin of the top of 
the thigh back? It feels like a tall order; 
it’s all I can do to move muscle towards 
the median line, and Ann keeps talking 
to the directions the skin is going. The 
movement of the skin, the median line: 
both come up again and again, both 
key elements of the Iyengar ethos. I 
think back to a handout many of us got 

1 The Concise Oxford Dictionary Sixth Edition, 1976, 
ISBN 0-19-861122-6 (thumb-indexed). Sykes, J B,  
pg. 356, Mary-Ellen Hannah

from Shirley at a Pro-D workshop in 
September, entitled, “The Importance 
of the Skin.” “Flesh is anatomical,” it 
states, quoting Mr. Iyengar. “Skin 
is an Organ of Intelligence.”

This practice, this movement 
orchestrated by the ethos of an ever-
evolving system, demands a belief in the 
possibility, and inevitability, of change. 
Maybe it’s the power of suggestion but 
by the end of the second day I think 
I occasionally feel some fleeting skin 
response and that the median line 
grows a little closer, from time to time.

“Use your will to connect with 
the skin,” Ann encourages, “but not 
willfulness.” I relax my neck and throat, 
releasing the self-will that hardens those 
areas, practice yoga, and carry on. 

For me, this year at least, change is a 
big component of the heart of yoga. And 
Shirley’s thoughts on the heart of yoga? 
Ann read Shirley’s written words in our 
final circle: “It’s about the search for 
meaning and purpose in life!” It is. 

Professional Development Series  
for Iyengar Yoga Teachers and Trainees
This series will advance your personal practice of 
asana and pranayama, refine your skills as a teacher, 
and deepen your understanding of Iyengar yoga 
with some of the country’s most experienced and 
respected teachers. 

Each 3-hour session will include teaching enrichment 
opportunities as well as a wide variety of current and 
relevant Professional Development topics.

September 30, 2017 
November 18, 2017 
March 24, 2018 
April 6, 2018 
April 7, 2018 
April 27, 2018

Held on Fridays 2:00 -5:00  pm  
or Saturdays 10:30 am-1:45 pm

Practice Enrichment  
Series

September 29, 2017 
November 17, 2017 
January 26, 2018 
March 23, 2018 

 
2:00 - 5:00 pm

Commit to this series to advance your personal practice 
of asana and pranayama. The series is designed for serious 
intermediate and advanced students in the Iyengar Yoga 
tradition. Students will be guided in a strong practice 
over each three hour session. Each month will build 
upon the previous month’s work to unlock individual 
challenges.

With Ann Kilbertus and Ty Chandler

Note: Instructor permission is required to attend.
$35 + GST each session

come for a dynamic  
all-levels practice 
with gary Wong.

1:00 pm to 3:00 pm

saturday, october 14, 2017

$30 + gst Members

$35+ gst Non-Members

To register, drop in to or phone:  
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria,  
202-919 Fort St, Victoria, B.C. 

(250) 386-YOGA (9642) 

www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Yoga   
Gary
with
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Understand the Basics and Improve Your Poses 

A workshop by Lucie Guindon, May 6, 2017

By Melissa Hadley

L
et me confess, this is the fourth of Lucie’s annual “Basic 
Poses” workshops that I have attended. Someone recently 
asked me, “Are you a slow learner? Why do you keep 

taking this workshop?” This article is a way of answering that 
question. I keep signing up for Lucie’s “Basics Workshop” for 
some of the same reasons that I am interested in fine dining.

(1) A clearly themed menu

In the invocation, Lucie offered context for this work-
shop, referencing Geeta Iyengar from Anusasanam 
2014, as establishing and becoming “Yogastha.” This 
term, translated to mean “abiding in the discipline of 
yoga,” comes from The Bhagavad Gita, where Arjuna is 
instructed on how to act: with the discernment of a yogi, 
and with the ego untethered from actions and results. 

Throughout the workshop, as we explored the structure 
and actions in specific asanas, Lucie called our attention 
to all aspects of the body in the pose – to be fully 
present in the experience, and to become “Yogastha.”

Quoting Geeta Iyengar, she said: “So many things in 
one asana…Every part of the body in the pose has to 

be asanastha…When you do asanas and turn this way, 
rotate that way, extend this way, put hand this way, 
etc., it is all meant to create energy. All these things you 
do open channels and energy flows in these areas.”

(2) Highlighting distinct flavours 

For me, part of the magic of Iyengar yoga lies in its 
nuances. There are innumerable pathways to explore 
and deepen your practice: where you choose to focus, 
how you enter the pose, how you sequence it with other 
poses — all affect the taste of the pose and the practice. 

In this workshop we explored how to position the front leg 
in trikonasana to create space to take the buttock into the 
body and align the back of the head with the tailbone. How 
to anchor the outer edge of the back foot and lift the arch 
to strengthen the thigh action in parsvakonasana. How to 
stabilize our balance in parsvottanasana by pressing down the 
front big toe mound. And how lifting the sternum increases 
our mobility and freedom in sitting twists for example. 

(3) Complementary pairings

Like wine to food, we learned how to improve an asana by 
adding a complementary action or new element. Some exam-
ples: taking the chest forward of the arms and “reeling it up” 
to draw the shoulderblades into the back ribs and pull in the 
dorsal spine in urdhva mukha svanasana; using a chair back bar 

Utthita trikonasana

Urdhva mukha svanasana
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to the front groin to better understand the hips and legs actions 
of parsvottanasana; feeling how adho mukha svanasana changes 
when we return to it after sampling other asanas in between.

(4) Judicious servings

Focusing on the key actions in a few basic poses, we 
learned how to apply these to improve other poses:

– trikonasana > ardha chandrasana
– parsvakonasana > virabhadrasana II and vice versa
– parsvottanasana > virabhadrasana I, III; parivrtta trikonasana
–  urdhva mukha svanasana >< chatushpadasana 

> salamba sarvangasana

(5) Time to savour

By focusing on a few poses, we had time to understand the 
correct actions and feel the desired results, practice with a 
variety of props, and embody the work. From the start in 
swastikasana to savasana, we learned how to stabilize the base 
of the pose, how to create space to extend into, and how to 
open our bodies for prana – the vital life force – to flow.

(6) A skilled chef

Great teachers use a variety of tools to engage learn-
ers and increase understanding. Four stood out 
for me, and the other students I polled: 

Visuals: It’s often said that a picture is worth a thousand 
words, and research supports the notion that “unless our 
words, concepts, and ideas are hooked to an image, they 
will go in one ear, sail through the brain, and go out the 
other ear.”1 The arrows on Lucie’s t shirt, arm and leg bands, 
and the soles of her feet (!) showing the direction of move-
ments in various poses are indelibly etched in my mind.

Demonstrating actions and results: Lucie 
illuminated the “why” of instructions by clearly 
demonstrating the correct versus the incorrect actions 
in specific poses, and the subsequent results. 

Hands-on learning: Requiring us to do the right and 
briefly the wrong action, and feel the difference in our 
bodies, improved our ability to understand, self-correct 
and adjust for better alignment and better results.

Humour and encouragement.

In her book, Rising Strong, Dr. Brené Brown references 
a proverb of the Asaro tribe of Papua New Guinea and 
Indonesia: “Knowledge is a rumor until it lives in the muscle.” 
The short answer to why I keep coming to Lucie’s Basic Poses 

1 Dr. Lynell Burmark, Ph.D. Associate at the Thornburg Center for 
Professional Development, referenced in https://rhdeepexploration.wordpress.
com/2011/12/05/visuals-60000-times-faster/ accessed May 12, 2017

workshop is that I keep learning from her: how to practice, 
how to teach, how to become yogastha and asanastha. In 
this way, I keep transforming the rumour into my reality. 

See you next year! 

melIssa hadley was Introduced to yoga In the late 1990s, has been 

a member of Iyvc sInce 2007, and Is a teacher traInee mentorIng 

under lInda benn. 

Introductory Intensive for Teachers in Training,  
July 10–14, deadline June 19

Intensive for Certified Teachers,  
August 14-18, deadline June 26

Student Intensive, August 28 – September 1,  
deadline August 14

Chris Saudek Workshop, September 8-11,  
deadline August 25

Bursaries are available to all students presently enrolled  
in classes. To subsidize your term fees, please apply  

three weeks prior to term.

Applications for both are available at the reception desk.  
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria  

202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3  
250-386-YOGA (9642)

Scholarships  
and Bursaries

IYAC/ACYI ASSESSMENT DATES

June 9-11, Intermediate Junior I, Ottawa, ON

June 9-11, Intermediate Junior II, Vancouver, BC

September 29-October 1, Introductory II, Abbotsford, BC

November 3- 5, Introductory II, Ottawa, ON

November 17-19, Intermediate Junior III, Toronto, ON
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I
t’s hard to imagine today that there are some who haven’t 
had at least some familiarity with the word “yoga.” 
Additionally, ancient Sanskrit words, such as karma, dharma, 

and aum, currently seem well established within the English 
lexicon, but in 1970’s Victoria, this was not the case.

To learn more about the roots of our Yoga Centre, the 
History Corner inroads began with two starting points, the 
newsletter archives and our founding teacher, Shirley Daventry 
French. We discovered within the archives, an extensive 
1982 interview with Shirley, entitled, A Tapestry Woven From 
Many Threads,1 which gives us an overview of our earliest 
years, a discussion of yoga in society, and the development of 
community, friendship, spiritual practice, and our teachers.

The Oxford English dictionary defines the word tapestry 
metaphorically, as, “an intricate or complex combination or 
sequence.” In considering the tapestry metaphor with respect to 
our community, the woman I have the privilege of introducing, 
Carole Miller, is one of Shirley’s first students, and, it was Shirley 
who supported her preparation for certification as an Iyengar 
teacher. They both share a very long and enduring friendship.

The following represents a two-hour conver-
sation with Carole over coffee.

Professor Carole Miller, born and raised in Brooklyn, New 
York, arrived in Victoria in 1970 with an undergraduate degree 
in Theatre and a Masters degree in Education. An elementary 
and drama teacher during the civil rights era, a time of riots 
and armed militia, her formative educational years include 
teaching in Pittsburg’s historically African-American neigh-
bourhoods. Several years later, a University of Victoria theatre 
professorship, beckoned Carole’s husband, Harvey; their move 
to Canada was a relief from the conservatism of their then 
home, Lincoln, Nebraska, during the era of the Vietnam war.

The change room at the YMCA seems to be our Centre’s 
“X marks the spot”, or “moment”, because it is where Shirley 
and Carole serendipitously met in 1970 and began attending 
yoga classes together with Jessica Tucker. Amanda Mills was in 
that class and Leslie Hogya joined a few years later. The friend-
ship and community that developed during this period led to 

1 February, 1982. The newsletter archives are available in the Centre’s library.

much work with Swami Radha2, who, during one workshop 
told Carole, heavily pregnant with twins, “you need to sing to 
those babies everyday!” And sing she did, a delightful image!

In the 70s and 80s, Carole taught yoga at the Y, UVIC 
and in Gordon Head. In 1982, she was thrilled to be included 
among the fortunate eight Victoria students to be given the 
opportunity to study with Mr. Iyengar in India. Today’s 
students have the benefit of this trail well blazed. Back then, 
not so much. Carole describes the excitement and trepida-
tion as well as the culture shock, despite the fact that she had 
grown up in a large, diverse city. In Bombay, tentatively ventur-
ing forth with Marlene Miller, (they’d leave the hotel for five 
minutes, back to the hotel for a cup of tea, prepare themselves 
for another short walk, and so on). On one such nervous 
outing, an Indian man approached them with a wriggling 
sack. “Do you want to see my snakes?” Welcome to India!

In Pune, coming face to face with the master, Carole 
found herself “pretty terrified that first day.” “Send me home!” 
Derek, Shirley’s husband, referred to her initial week at the 
Intensive as, “the lion meeting the lamb”. However, after the 
third day, she began to see “a different side, a shift.” Guruji, 
she realized, was not admonishing a person, but rather, a 
knee that wasn’t straight. “You don’t know how to stand,” 
“how to sit!” he would exhort. Fortunate to be in the front 
row, Carole “caught the twinkle”, and the “fierce adjust-
ment she received from him, by that time, was a badge of 
honour.” For her, “the trip to India was a life-changing 
event as my understanding of myself was altered forever.”

Other very special Yoga Centre memories include the 
growing and nurturing of our friendships and community 
through weekly satsang led by Shirley after Monday night classes, 
monthly Yoga Centre meetings at each other’s homes, learning 
about “moving from comfort to newness” from Norma Hodge’s 
introduction to the practice of B.K.S. Iyengar, working with 
him in San Francisco, teaching at the Iyengar (1987) Harvard 
convention with other Victoria teachers assisting each other in 
classes, and experiencing his teaching again in Edmonton and 
Colorado. And of course, one of our greatest gifts as a commu-
nity was his extraordinary visit to Victoria (1984) and having 
the opportunity to listen to him in conversation with Swami 
Radha. I’m sure those of us who were there will never forget it!

For many years, Carole worked as a Junior High School 
drama teacher and Special Education teacher for students with 

2 1911-1995. A disciple of Sivanada. The first Western woman to be initiated into 
the sanyas.

...“the trip to India was a life-changing 
event as my understanding of myself 
was altered forever.”

HISTORY CORNER

A Yoga Moment: Introducing Carole Miller
By Karin Dayton
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learning disabilities. This is where her 
passion for drama in education and 
curriculum began to flourish. “How 
can I use drama to make history 
come alive?” This period includes 
Holocaust education, and touring 
a play entitled, No More Secrets, to 
support the new BC Personal Safety 
curriculum by using theatre as a 
powerful means of education. 

Carole’s development of drama 
programs for primary to adult 
learners led to her being hired 
at the University of Victoria as a 
professor in the Department of 
Curriculum and Education. Today, 
she is regularly invited to teach 
and speak in classrooms, confer-
ences and universities worldwide. 
Additionally, she has contributed 
to numerous books and papers, and with her friend and 
colleague, professor Juliana Saxton, co-authored two books. 
I’ve learned by now, if Carole is not in class, she’s likely in 
Ireland, or Australia, or New Zealand, or England or…

In 2002 Carole was asked to develop a yoga credit course for 
University of Victoria students, and this is where my humble 

thread is woven into Shirley’s tapestry. 
Carole’s course led to my enrolling 
as a student of Religious Studies and 
completing a degree at age forty-nine.

In 1982 Shirley wrote, “I think 
that [our Centre] is a very high 
quality program, and that we have 
all come into it from different 
directions, too, so again that tapestry 
is woven with different threads, many 
different threads.” When we see the 
establishment of yoga as a subject 
and a practice in today’s culture, it 
is surely due in no small part to our 
yoga pioneers—Shirley’s tapestry.

This week Carole, arrived home 
from England, received two guests 
(Australia and New Zealand), 
and began this term’s UVIC yoga 
class. Currently, she has a paper 

to prepare for a summer conference in New Orleans and 
finally, she and her coauthor have another book to write.

I’m pretty sure however, she’ll be in class tomorrow night. 

Carole Miller teaching at University of Victoria

The branches reconnect with the roots.
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         Opening Our Own Centre in 2001

I
n the January, 2002, issue of the 
newsletter, there is an interview 
conducted by Melissa Worth where 

I talk quite a lot about opening of the 
centre on Fort St. Before October 2001, 
we were teaching yoga classes out of the 
YM-YWCA, and the yoga centre was in 
people’s homes: our collection of library 
books was one place; the books for sale 
somewhere else; a few props like mats 
and belts were for sale yet elsewhere. 
Meetings would be held in different 
people’s homes. Shirley Daventry 
French, being our founder and senior 
teacher was always at the centre of our 
decisions, holding our core beliefs. Many 
events took place in the French home. 

Re-reading this interview, I was 
reminded that in 1984, there was a 
big push for opening our own studio. 
Spaces were investigated, budgets 
drawn, committees were struck, etc. 
But when Mr. Iyengar agreed to 
stop here on his North American 
tour that year, everyone’s energy was 
refocused on his visit; as a result, the 
impetus to move got side tracked.

In the year 2000, I was fortunate 
to have spent quite a few months in 
Bangkok, and taught some classes 
at an Iyengar studio there owned by 
Justin Herold. When I returned to 
Canada, I thought, really, it is time 
to get our own space. Around that 
time, our long working relationship 
with the Y was not quite so congenial 
as it had been in the past. Shirley said 

that by September of 2001, she would 
no longer be willing to teach there. 

A new flurry of activity began. 
In the winter of 2001 we had some 
focusing workshops and filled mural 
size strips of paper. One we called the 
wall of wonder. We were developing 
a vision of what we wanted, setting 
action plans, goals, and deadlines. 
Our facilitator, Nathan Bernshaw, did 
not believe we could possibly open 
a space by the fall of 2001. But we 
did. We did this almost entirely with 
volunteer effort, and no business plan. 

We took possession of our space 
in September, but a lot of work had 
to be done to turn a warren of small 
office spaces into our bright studio, 
so we sublet a space in Fernwood in 
which to teach, all the while, spending 
most of our time, trying to ready 
the new studio. In that temporary 
space we also held a celebration for 
Shirley on her 70th birthday.

To be able to open so quickly 
we owe a huge debt of gratitude to 
our board at the time, and scores of 
volunteers. One greatly fortuitous 
person was contractor Greg Johnson, 
married to one of our students, Debra. 
He was willing and able to supply 
the work crews, to do drywalling, 
plumbing, electrical work and so on 
that we needed. He kept the costs so 
low, and pretty much only charged us 
for the materials that were needed.

In that 2002 issue, there are the 
names of 65 volunteers that helped get 

us going – and there were probably 
more. Then there was another long list 
of names for donations in cash and kind. 
I can’t thank all those by name again, 
but a few names jump into my memory: 
Greg Sly for building the prop shelves, 
Amanda Mills for helping negotiate the 
real estate rental market, Drew Yallop 
doing our books and Rosemary Barritt 
on the board. Every teacher and most 
of our long time students were helping 
in various ways, from painting walls 
to knocking out the backs of the office 
chairs to turn them into yoga chairs.

When we opened the doors the first 
day in October, there was a skim coat 
of cement over a cracked and ugly floor 
beneath. When we pulled up the old 
carpeting, the craters beneath rivaled 
the surface of the moon. We could 
not afford anything else but a cosmetic 
coating of cement to cover the biggest 
fault lines. We were desperate for a 
solution so that we could start classes. 
We had to raise money for a floor, and 
the floor was so uneven, floor installers 
would come and shake their heads.

 We had no front desk staff 
in the evening, or weekends. 
Britta was our only office staff 
and worked five mornings. 

When things began to roll along, 
there were still many challenges. We 
had to learn how to be in the space: we 
didn’t really know how to operate the 
thermostat for a few years. It was cold. 
We had no alarm system, and sometimes 
the doors would be found unlocked 
in the morning. The stairwells and the 
bathrooms had no locks. We had no safe, 
and had several thefts, with windows 
broken, and doors jimmied open. 

After a few years we were bursting 
at the seams, so we opened a third 

We were the first dedicated yoga centre in the city.  

The city didn’t know what to make of our request  

for occupancy permit. Were we a gym?  

A religious group? A school? 

HISTORY CORNER

By Leslie Hogya
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The Body is the First 
Prop: a Workshop with  
Senior IYCV Teachers 
November 4-5, 2017 

Explore asana and pranayama with some of Victoria’s 
senior teachers: Shirley Daventry French, Leslie Hogya, 
and Marlene Miller. 

Saturday morning: 10:30 am - 1:00 pm 
Body, Mind, And Breath – The Essentials for the Yogic 
Journey with Shirley Daventry French

Saturday afternoon: 3:00 - 5:30 pm  
From the Ground Up with Leslie Hogya 

Sunday afternoon: 12:00 - 2:30 pm 
Discovering Balance in Every Asana with Marlene Miller

Practitioners of all ages and stages are welcome as 
classes will be structured to accommodate one and all.

one session       $55 members/$60 non-members
Two sessions    $110 members/$120 non-members
Three sessions $150 members/$160 non-members
Add GST.  

Refunds offered only if your space can be filled and  
are subject to a $15 cancellation fee.

studio on the ground level. We 
built a new rope wall, new floors 
downstairs. The studio downstairs 
meant we didn’t use Birch upstairs 
very often, and after a bit, we found 
we could not maintain three studios 
especially since one was not contiguous, 
and we closed the third studio.

There have been many problems 
that we’ve encountered and surmounted 
along the way. We had various flooding 
situations as the roof was needing major 
repairs. We had an invasion of bees 
or wasps. The fire alarm went off in 
the middle of a major workshop, and 
we stood outside in the cold waiting 
to be allowed back in. The florescent 

lights flickered, (and sometimes still 
do). We had a fire which started in 
the Blue Fox kitchen, and every single 
item in the studios had to be cleaned 
after the fire. We had no waiver.

What we had was a lot of courage 
and determination, optimism. And 
fortunately for us a wave of yoga 
popularity seemed to be sweeping 
North America. We had pot lucks. We 
showed yoga movies and held Friday 
night gatherings. We had kirtan.

We now sell our props and 
books in-house. Many of our props 
are made by our members. 

 We were the first dedicated yoga 
centre in the city. The city didn’t 

know what to make of our request 
for occupancy permit. Were we a 
gym? A religious group? A school? 

This is but a small taste of our 
more recent history. Did you know 
that the library contains an archive of 
our old newsletters? There are some 
interesting things to be found. Would 
you like to help delve into those old 
issues and help us build a new wall of 
wonder – a history of our centre ?

We have survived and 
flourished during our first 15 
almost 16 years on Fort St. 

HOORAY for us! 

Thank You ! 
Thank you to:

•	 	Patty	Kallio	for	donating	coffee	
mugs	for	the	kitchen.

•	 	Yoga	Centre	Toronto	for	giving	
us	several	inspiring	poster-sized	
photos	of	Guruji.

•	 	Gary	Wong,	Morgan	Rea	(IYAC	
board),	and	Ann	Kilbertus	for	
working	to	get	permission	for	
Chris Saudek to return to Canada 
to	teach.

•	 	Lucie	Guindon	for	her	support	
of	the	Centre	by	once	again	
volunteering	her	time	to	teach	
the workshop Understand the 
Basics	and	Improve	your	Poses.

•	 	Jayne	Fothergill	and	Adia	Kapoor	
for	getting	the	Yoga	Centre	
events	on	the	national	Iyengar	
yoga	web	site	events	page:	
www.iyengaryogacanada.ca
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Special Thanks for the 10th Annual High Tea Fundraiser 

March 23, 2017

Hello Everyone,

We had a delightful and lovely 10th 
Annual High Tea Fundraiser today. 
Delicious food and refreshments were 
served. Robin absolutely outdid herself 
presenting her Tea Pose in full regalia 
– eka pada urdvha dhanurasana with 
teacup suspended by pearls from her 
toe! Thanks to Jim, Robin’s husband, 
(in a burgundy beret) for assisting 
Robin. Mae Brown, a student in the 
remedial class, entertained the crowd 
with two songs. Anne Glover, a master 
storyteller, treated us to a tale from 
India followed by a song composed 
by a group of teachers at the Centre. 
Jayne Jonas accompanied on the 
ukulele with the audience providing 
back-up vocals!

The tea was very enjoyable and a great 
success. The raffle collected $745, 
donations were $940, tea tickets 

totalled $810, and the auction raised 
$2,925 for a grand total of $5,420. 
Final figures will be compiled once 
funds are collected from the silent 
auction. Thank you to Bruce Cox and 
Jennifer Rischmiller for tallying the 
proceeds.

Each year, our collective efforts help 
the Centre not only financially but 
in community spirit. The goodwill, 
camaraderie, and all around support 
are very present at this event. The tea 
takes much energy and volunteer time 
from many people. 

Thank you to the following for your 
extraordinary effort:

• Robin Cantor for the overall 
organization of the tea – a job that 
begins months in advance of the 
event. Thanks Robin for coordinating 
your team of volunteers, fundraising 
in your home studio – and picking all 
the flowers!

• Annie Kitchen and her team. 
Organizing the Silent Auction is a 
huge job. Many thanks for keeping 
the treasures and services coming!

• Jaya Malaviarachchi for organizing 
the draw and bringing her artistic 
talent to displaying the draw dona-
tions. Thanks to Johanna Godliman 
for assisting.

• Dawn Cox for her role as back-
stage coordinator, orchestrating 
the volunteers: Jess Paffard, Jane 
McFarlane, Laine Canivet, Melissa 
Hadley, Bruce Cox, Jim Bratvold, 
Jaya Malaviarachchi, Laura Johnston, 
Karin Dayton, Wendy Wimbush, 
Anne Glover. The kitchen was so 
packed with people, food and dishes. 
It felt like a big family gathering!

• The food was wonderful! Thanks to 
all of you who made the tea a sweet 
and savoury event: Ingur Deynnar,  

Vi Peskett, Billie Essa, Anthea 
Browne, Karin Dayton, Jason Fuller, 
Boni Hoy, Melissa Hadley, Dawn 
Cox, Laura Johnston, Britta Poisson, 
Jen Van de Pol, Mary Ellen Hannah, 
Patty Rivard, Laine Canivet, Johanna 
Godliman, Linda Benn, Leslie Hogya, 
Marilyn Shepherd and others. Thank 
you Jayne Jonas for picking up the tea; 
Laura Johnston for flower arranging; 
Wendy Wimbush for meeting and 
greeting guests.

• Jane McFarlane for her eye-catching 
posters and competent, willing, and 
able presence from beginning to end.

• Thanks to Krysia Strawczynski, 
Robert Beckett, and Billie Essa for 
loaning tables, and to Jane McFarlane, 
again, for carrying those tables!

• Thank you to Britta Poisson for the 
flyer.

• To Darvin Miller of the Renaissance 
Retirement Residence for supplying 
the table linens; thanks to Robin’s 
husband Jim Pask for picking these 
up, setting up, laundering the 
cloths and returning them to the 
Renaissance. 

• Thanks to Silk Road Tea for their 
annual contribution towards our 
fundraiser.

• A big thanks to Marlene Miller and 
Linda Benn and the many volunteers 
who teach the Remedial Class each 
week and to the students who attend.

With much appreciation to one and 
all for such a wonderful expression of 
community spirit in the Light of Yoga,
Namaste, 
Ann Kilbertus

ed note: specIal thanks to ann for her 
InItIatIve In establIshIng and sustaInIng 
thIs remedIal class sInce It’s InceptIon.

Robin Cantor demonstrates this year’s teacup 
pose, eka pada urdhva dhanurasana.

Next page, photos from the 2017 
annual high Tea Fundraiser
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Welcome to Family Yoga

By Jennifer Van de Pol

I have had the pleasure of teaching 
the Family Yoga class at the Iyengar 
Yoga Centre of Victoria for close to 

two years. This class is offered on many 
Saturdays throughout the year, from 
12-1 pm, depending on scheduling 
for workshops by visiting teachers. 
“Family” can mean so many things 
– people sharing common ancestors, 
or communities that share time and 
common passions in heartfelt ways. All 
kinds of families come to this class, and 
all are very welcome!

Every Family Yoga class is a unique 
experience. Some days it’s clear that a 
full moon is upon us, as young children 
run laps around their parents who 
steadfastly move from asana to asana, at 
times negotiating with a toddler hanging 
off of one of their virabhadrasana 
II legs. Other days the children stay 
contentedly on one side of the room 
with Jess, building forts and making 
“pumpkin pie” out of bolsters, blankets 
and red and yellow foam yoga props, 
while parents enjoy an uninterrupted 

full hour of practice. No matter the 
collective energy, when Oms are sung 
to begin the class, or when savasana is 
happening, even the most rambunctious 
or upset child gets quiet, curious and 
still. And when children see the Tibetan 
chimes in my hands they start towards 
me from every corner of the room, to 
have a turn at ringing it and marvelling 
at the vibrations as parents emerge from 
savasana.

It is truly inspiring to witness the 
dedication of these families – it can be 
challenging to organize oneself to attend 
asana classes regularly, never mind with 
a partner and toddler or two or three in 
tow! Several parents with young children 
have attended almost every class over 
this two years. I have had the honour of 
watching these children grow and for 
some, form their first words during this 
time. 

Thank you to all of the families who 
have come to class to explore yoga, thank 
you to Jane McFarlane for inviting me to 
join this Family Yoga family, and to Jess 

Paffard for your playful, warm presence 
while keeping little yogis engaged and 
curious until the hour is up!

I certainly feel a sense of coming 
home to “family” whenever I visit an 
Iyengar Centre, anywhere in the world. 
Looking forward to seeing you at the 
next Family Yoga class. 

JennIfer Is In her thIrd year of teacher 
traInIng wIth lauren cox. she started her 
traInIng Journey wIth kelly murphy In 
nanaImo.

Who knew ropes could be ThIs much fun?! With Jess Paffard at left. Chimes time, with Jennifer Van de Pol and young yogis
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June
 9-11 salt spring Island retreat

 21 International day of yoga

 26-30  Jump into summer with an 
early morning practice

July 
 10-14  Introductory Intensive  

for teachers In training

August
 14-18 certified teacher training

 28-sept 1 student Intensive

September
 8-10 chris saudek workshop

 16 Iycv open house

 17  discover the basics with 
gary wong

 29 practice enrichment

 30 professional development

October
 14 yoga with gary wong

 19-22 Iyac, kelowna

November
 4-5 the body is the first prop

IYCV Calendar

BOOkmArk Our WeBliNkS 

iyengaryogacentre.ca/current-classes
iyengaryogacentre.ca/workshops
iyengaryogacentre.ca/events
iyengaryogacentre.ca/newsletter

CeNtre CloSeD
July 1, 2, 3, 

Aug 7
Sept 2, 3, 4

Please read the class schedule carefully. 
Not all classes run every week.

Bringing the Words Home: 
Professional Development at IYCV

By Leslie Hogya

S
everal times over this past year the teachers from up and down Vancouver 
Island and the Gulf Islands have gathered at the centre for professional 
development. B.K.S. Iyengar asked us to study and learn together, to be 

in association. These professional development days strive to keep us linked to 
Guruji’s work. 

On May 13, we were led by a group of our local teachers who had attended a 
conference with Abhijata, Guruji’s granddaughter. The conference last May, for 
twelve hundred people had been organized by the Iyengar Yoga Association of the 
United States. Our leaders for the day (pictured above) worked together to give a 
taste of Abhijata’s teaching.

The theme of the conference was the Periphery to the Core and the Core to 
the Periphery. Throughout the day, they quoted Abhi and Guruji which helped 
inspire us to lift our knee caps even more and turn our front leg completely from 
the root of the thigh. 

Ahead of time, we were asked to read the interview with Geeta Iyengar that 
was published for the Boca Raton conference magazine. Fortunately this two-part 
interview appeared in the most recent issues of our newsletter. Geeta was most 
frank about her practice, her health and life with a yoga master who was also her 
father. Pick up these last issues, read and re-read this inspiring interview. Thanks 
to our editor for publishing this.

We thank Sheri, Adia, Jayne and Robin for their coherent presentations. And 
also thank you to Angie for giving her perspective as a student attending her first 
conference.

One of the inspiring quotes from Guruji: Watch how you jump the legs apart, 
you must be aware of the edges of the mat. Check the feet in relationship to the mat. 
That is why the mat has to be straight. Our mind and brain are trained to think with 
a pattern. We think this is intelligence. This is the only way the brain is equipped to 
learn. The brain needs a reference. The core the self can look at absolutes, but the brain 
needs a reference which is why we place the mat correctly – to reference a pattern. The 
brain works in patterns, only a yogi, the core of a yogi can see things in absoluteness. 

sheri Berkowitz, angie Polard , adia Kapoor, Jayne Jonas, Robin Cantor



Become a Member – Enjoy the Benefits!

 NAME: ________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________

CITY: __________________________________________________________

PRoV/ STATE: __________________________________________________

PoSTAL CoDE: _________________________________________________

CoUNTRY: _____________________________________________________

PHoNE: _______________________________________________________

E-MAIL: _______________________________________________________

o Please mail my newsletter. 

o Please email me the link to the web newsletter. 

o  Sign me up for monthly yog-e email news.

o Receipt required.

Become a member of the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria 
and enjoy:

•  Discounts on classes and workshops.

•  Early registration for classes and workshops.

•  Scholarship eligibility for various workshops.

•   Library borrowing privileges.

•  Free practice space on Sunday afternoons.

•   Opportunities for members to contribute insights  
and apply to sit on the board of directors.

One-year membership fee: $42 CDN ($40 + GST), renewable  
each January.

Membership PLUS

The Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria is offering a new 
membership option, Membership PLUS.

Receive all the benefits of an annual membership, PLUS  
six copies of the newsletter mailed to you. Ideal for 
teachers with their own studio! 
This membership is available within Canada  
for $57.75 ($55 +GST)

Please complete this form and 
mail or drop it off at our office 
with your cheque or money 
order to:

 

Iyengar Yoga Centre  
of Victoria Society  
c/o Hilary McPhail 
202-919 Fort Street,  
Victoria BC V8V 3K3 Canada

o One-year: $42 o Membership Plus $57.75

Each day there will be an introduction to 
pranayama along with philosophical and spiritual 
discussions. Two hours of yoga asanas, including 
a timed practice, yoga kurunta work, restorative 
poses, and inversions follow.
registration opens April 3, 2017
Fees:  $250 CdN +GST IYCV members
 $275 CdN +GST IYCV Non-members

To register, drop in to or phone the Iyengar Yoga Centre 
of Victoria: 202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3
(250) 386-YOGA (9642) www.iyengaryogacentre.ca
Refunds will be offered only if your space can be filled and  
are subject to a $50 cancellation fee.

With Lauren Cox and Ty Chandler
August 28 – September 1, 2017
9:30 am - 12:30 pm

Student 

Inte
ns ive


